Complementing quantitative typology with behavioral approaches: Evidence for typological universals
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1. Introduction

Two main classes of theory have been advanced to explain correlations between linguistic features like those observed by Greenberg (1963). ARBITRARY CONSTRAINT theories argue that certain sets of features pattern together because they have a single underlying cause in the innate language faculty (e.g., the Principles and Parameters program; see Chomsky & Lasnik 1993). FUNCTIONAL theories argue that languages are less likely to have certain combinations of properties because, although possible in principle, they are harder to learn or to process, or less suitable for efficient communication (Hockett 1960, Bates & MacWhinney 1989, Hawkins 2004, Dryer 2007, Christiansen & Chater 2008; for further discussion see Hawkins 2007 and Jaeger & Tily 2011). The failure of Dunn, Greenhill, Levinson & Gray (2011) to find systematic feature correlations using their novel computational phylogenetic methods calls into question both of these classes of theory.

Dunn et al.’s methodology is a principled and powerful new way of evaluating change-based theories of language typology, but it faces fundamental challenges common throughout quantitative typology. Typological data is usually sparse, and additional data hard or impossible to obtain. The statistical power to detect an effect (e.g., to detect universal tendencies) is reduced by uncertainty about the genealogical relations between languages, the period of time during which a language was spoken, and the amount of contact with other languages. It is hence possible that the failure to find support for word order universals reported in Dunn et al. 2011 is a spurious null effect (see Croft et al. 2011, in this issue, who also discuss other potential methodological issues with that study). To some extent, this is a critique that can be leveled at much work on quantitative typology: sparse and uncertain data weakens the conclusions that can be drawn from it. If we desire a higher level of certainty when evaluat-
ing our theories, we must necessarily corroborate inferences from typological
distribution with other sources of evidence.

Here, we discuss an alternative behavioral approach to the study of linguis-
tic universals that offers a powerful way to detect subtle universal biases
on acquisition, where typological data is perhaps too sparse to detect such dif-
fferences under appropriate statistical control. Experiments employing so-called
Artificial Language Learning (ALL: MacWhinney 1983, Morgan et al. 1987,
Hudson Kam & Newport 2005) and the recently flourishing Iterated Artificial
Language Learning paradigm (IALL: Esper 1966, Kirby et al. 2008, Griffiths et
al. 2008) speak to the question that Dunn et al. set out to answer. As we describe
below, these two paradigms make it possible to test hypothetical universals di-
rectly against data from language acquisition and language transmission over
generations. Both the computational phylogenetic method and (I)ALL meth-
ods have their strengths and weaknesses, some of which are complementary.
We argue that the best way to adjudicate between competing theories will be
to consider evidence from multiple methodologies together. We first introduce
the ALL paradigm, then consider its extension IALL. Finally, we discuss the
complementary strengths and weaknesses of quantitative typology and (I)ALL
relative to the question of interest.

2. Artificial Language Learning

During ALL experiments, infants, children, or adults learn artificially con-
structed miniature languages by playing a game or watching videos described
in the language. During and after training in these languages, a variety of
measures are collected that allow researchers to assess both receptive and the
productive competence. For example, to assess receptive competence, learn-
ers might have to judge which of two scenes corresponds to a sentence they
hear or read (e.g., Wonnacott et al. 2008). Some experiments have employed
self-paced reading (e.g., Amato & Macdonald 2010) or eye-tracking during
auditory input (e.g., Wonnacott et al. 2008) in the artificial language. Similar-
ly, to assess productive competence, learners might see a video which they
are asked to describe in the artificial language (e.g., Hudson Kam & Newport
2005, 2009). Figure 1 shows example trials for exposure and receptive tests
from an ALL experiment. The constructed languages under study may vary in
complexity from some tens of morphemes/words describing visual properties
of a set of referents to somewhat larger grammars containing different verb
argument frames and other complex syntax. Training and test typically takes
place in sessions lasting around an hour, often over several days (one to six
days, commonly four for larger languages).

There are two common designs used in ALL experiments to identify an ac-
quision bias for or against a particular language feature. The first is a between-
participants design in which one group of participants is taught each language, and differences in their performance are compared between groups (e.g., Christiansen 2000). In the other, the quantity of interest is manipulated within participants, in a design that is sometimes referred to as the “mixture shift” paradigm (Culbertson & Smolensky in press). Here, participants are taught variable languages containing a mixture of both forms, and any tendency to perform better in comprehension of one of the forms or favor that form in production is interpreted as evidence for a bias (e.g., Culbertson & Smolensky in press; Hudson Kam & Newport 2005, 2009). The second design is often preferable where possible because it controls for individual differences between participants.

ALL methods have a long history in psychology, and many ALL studies have identified processes familiar from language change in the lab. This confirms the validity of the method for studying the role of the learner in change. For instance, children tend to regularize inconsistency in their input in much the same way as is observed in the first generation of creole languages (Hudson Kam & Newport 2005, 2009). As observed in natural language use and change, ALL learners can acquire probabilistic tendencies for specific verbs to appear in certain argument frames (“verb biases”) but regularize these depending on their frequency and the frequency of their verb class (Wonnacott et al. 2008).

Several recent ALL studies have been motivated by the question of typological distribution. Most relevant to the feature correlations described by Dunn et al. is Experiment 1 in Christiansen 2000, which explored the learnability of languages with consistent and inconsistent branching. Participants in Christiansen’s “consistent” condition learned a constructed language with OV order, where adpositions followed the noun. That is, both verb phrases and adposition phrases were consistently left-branching. The “inconsistent” language was also OV but had adpositions before the noun. The training phase consisted of simple
visual exposure to strings generated from the grammars, without any accompanying meanings. In subsequent testing, participants in the consistent condition were significantly better at identifying grammatical sentences than inconsistent condition participants, who were no better than a third group of control participants receiving no training at all. These results support the hypothesized universal correlation between verb-object and adposition-noun order, which arises through acquisition biases or constraints. Crucially, these results cannot be due to superficial transfer from the native language of participants into the artificial language: all participants in the experiment were monolingual speakers of English, in which verb and adposition phrases are consistently right-branching.

More recent work has examined similar questions, using larger grammars, video stimuli to provide meaning, and audio presentation of the language. Culbertson & Smolensky (in press) test Greenberg’s Universal 18, which predicts word order harmony in numeral-noun and adjective-noun order. Teaching variable order languages using a video game-like interface, they find that learners are likely to regularize harmonic patterns (noun-adjective & noun-numeral or adjective-noun & numeral-noun) and particularly disprefer the typologically most infrequent feature combination (adjective-noun & noun-numeral).

In Tily et al. 2011, we tested hypothesized universals about both basic verb-argument ordering (Greenberg’s Universal 1, Greenberg 1963; see also Dryer 2007) and the relation between basic verb-argument ordering and the relative order of determiners and nouns (similar to Greenberg’s Universal 4 on adposition ordering; see also Hawkins 1994, 1999, 2004). Participants were randomly assigned to learn one out of twelve artificial languages. The twelve languages crossed the six theoretically possible basic verb-argument orders (VSO, VOS, SVO, OVS, SOV, OSV) with the two possible orderings of determiners and nouns (Det-N, N-Det). Hence languages either had consistent headedness (V-O and Det-N, or O-V and N-Det) or inconsistent headedness. Participants performed better at acquiring languages with subject-object order, supporting Greenberg’s Universal 1. In line with the results reported in Christiansen 2000 and Culbertson & Smolensky (in press), there also was evidence that languages with consistent headedness are more easily acquired. This latter evidence was, however, relatively weak. In ongoing work, we are testing whether a strong preference for consistent headedness emerges if inconsistent headedness results in considerably longer dependency lengths (as predicted by Hawkins 1994, 2004).

Several related studies have found that non-word-order typological universals, whether absolute or implicational, are reflected in learnability in the lab. In particular, there are now a large number of ALL explorations of phonological universal patterns. Velar palatalization (e.g., the change from [k] to [tʃ]) is more likely to be generalized by participants in phonological contexts where that change is more frequently attested in the world’s languages (Wilson 2006).
Participants will learn non-adjacent dependencies between segments more easily than between entire syllables (Newport & Aslin 2004). Participants are worse at learning left-to-right vowel harmony systems than (typologically more frequent) right-to-left systems (Finley & Badecker 2009), and vowel harmony is learned more readily than consonant harmony overall (Nevins 2010). Morphosyntactic universals have also been tested. MacWhinney (1983) and Hupp et al. (2009) show that it is easier to learn suffixation systems than prefixation systems, mirroring the typologically asymmetry observed by Sapir (1921). Culbertson & Legendre (in press) find that learners generalize variable agreement marking from definite to indefinite NPs but not vice versa, mirroring the implicational typological universal saying that, in languages where the verb agrees with one type of subject NP, it must agree with all other types that are higher on a scale of definiteness. Fedzechkina et al. (2011) find that learners are more likely to regularize the word order of a variable order language if it does not have case marking, again mirroring typological distributions.

The co-dependence observed in ALL experiments for, for example, different aspects of word order (Christiansen 2000, Culbertson & Smolensky in press) and case and word order (Fedzechkina et al. 2011) is exactly the type of co-development of grammatical features that typologists refer to as implicational universals. Hence, the experiments reported here provide evidence for the type of implicational word order universals that Dunn et al. failed to find in their data.

3. Iterated Artificial Language Learning

A natural extension of the ALL method is to move from a single “generation” of participants learning and using a language to an iterated procedure in which participants’ productions are used as the input for the next generation of language learners. Iterated Artificial Language Learning (IALL) makes it possible to study how biases affecting language acquisition accumulate over generations, leading to language change. Such methods for studying the role of the individual in change date back at least to Esper 1966, but its recent resurgence as a method for exploring typological patterns originates in Kirby’s computer simulations (e.g., Kirby 1999; see also Kirby 1997 in the very first issue of *Linguistic Typology*). In those studies, processing biases like those discussed in Hawkins 1994 are implemented in simulated agents, resulting in more frequent language change towards typologically attested languages.

In modern IALL studies with human participants, it is standard to record the productions of a single participant in one generation and feed them to a single participant in the next, resulting in independent “chains” of participants. By running several chains, a distribution of resulting language types is obtained, which can be used to estimate the probability of the input language chang-
ing over generations to one of the languages observed in the final iteration. In fact, under certain assumptions, this distribution will eventually converge on the language learner’s prior over possible languages (Griffiths & Kalish 2007, Kirby et al. 2007, Griffiths et al. 2008), where the prior can be understood as whatever predisposition humans have for certain language configurations. If some languages are disfavored by the learner (e.g., due to conflicting parameter settings or being functionally suboptimal) then they will be less frequently represented in this distribution. IALL therefore provides a method to directly map the space of possible languages. IALL is particularly valuable because it is more sensitive than ALL to small effects, detecting biases that are too weak to be observed in a single generation but which could still have a substantial influence on language change over time (Kirby et al. 2007, Reali & Griffiths 2009, Smith 2011).

As yet, little work has explicitly explored typological universals of the type discussed by Dunn et al. using IALL. Nevertheless, the applicability of this method is confirmed by studies that have documented the emergence of natural language-like properties in lab experiments.

Reali & Griffiths (2009) use IALL to explore processes of regularization similar to those observed in creole formation. When adult participants are taught variable names for objects, they tend to approximately reproduce that variability, as in other ALL studies with inconsistent input (e.g., Hudson Kam & Newport 2009). However, when this procedure is iterated over generations, a gradual tendency towards regularization emerges: higher frequency forms displace lower frequency forms. Comparable results are observed by Smith & Wonnacott (2010) in a study of plural markers: over generations, variability in marking is regularized, and different markers become associated with different noun classes. Cornish (2006) and Kirby et al. (2008) find that the languages that emerge in their experiments are increasingly adaptive for communication (error rate decreases over generations). They present evidence that this is due to emergent compositionality in the languages, similar to the morphosyntactic compositionality of natural languages.

Gutman (2011) reports one preliminary application of IALL to a word order universal, viz., the typological correlation between word order fixedness and case marking. Some fixing of word order and loss of case is observed over

1. A related line of research explores the emergence of (not necessarily linguistic) communication systems. Participants in collaborative tasks have been shown to invent functioning communication systems using abstract symbols (Galantucci 2005), pictures (Garrod et al. 2007), or restricted strings of symbols (Selten & Warglien 2007). In certain situations, these emergent systems come over time to take on language-like properties, such as conventionalization, abstraction, and compositionality. Such studies may shed light on constraints or biases on language that are rooted in human interaction and communication more generally.
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generations, but it is hard to interpret due to short training periods and correspondingly noisy transmission in the task. This question remains under active research.

4. Comparing quantitative typology and (Iterated) Artificial Language Learning

To summarize, behavioral data elicited from ALL and IALL experiments can provide a viable complement to historical and typological data when evaluating theories of language change and typological universals. In particular, ALL experiments have provided evidence for implicational word order universals of the type for which Dunn et al. (2011) fail to find evidence (Christiansen 2000, Culbertson & Smolensky in press). IALL arguably has tremendous potential as a method for the study of universals. In their application to the study of universals, both ALL and IALL are recent and as of yet under-utilized methodological innovations with their own set of challenges. We end with a discussion of some strengths and weaknesses of the (I)ALL paradigm which particularly complement phylogenetic analysis.

Typological methods – particularly those which make use of phylogenetic approaches – often need to make substantial simplifications to the representation of languages, and this may limit the conclusions that can be drawn from them (e.g., Wälchli 2009). Although existing (I)ALL studies have used relatively simple languages, in principle languages of any complexity could be used. In particular, variable or mixed language configurations and probabilistic tendencies are often eliminated in the featural representations used in typological studies. As suggested by the behavioral studies summarized above, understanding when variation is regularized or preserved may be important in understanding language change.

The biased typological frequency distributions of linguistic features can mean that in extant languages, there will not be not enough data to test certain theories. For instance, strictly OSV order languages are vanishingly rare, meaning that no theories making specific predictions about which features should correlate with OSV could be tested. In contrast, hypotheses can be tested against constructed languages with any imaginable combination of language features.

All historical studies necessarily rely on some kind of representation of the past states of dead languages which must be reconstructed given limited evidence. Even where phylogenetic trees can be inferred with reasonable certainty, the time-course of divergence can be difficult to estimate, and system-external factors like contact may complicate the picture. IALL allows the state of a language at each generation to be observed and analyzed exactly. While this information is not useful for reconstructing actual language histories, artificial
language histories enable the study of exactly which properties correlate with language stability, and which to gradual or rapid change.

Naturally, (I)ALL is not a replacement for analysis of historical and typological data. Artificial language studies face their own challenges. Most obviously, language learning in the lab is not the same as first language learning of a natural language. Children may differ from adults, and participants may have differing biases depending on their first language. Understanding the potential consequences of these limitations has been an active area of research. For example, early comparison of the learning behavior of child and adult participants in ALL experiments suggested that children and adults differ in what they do when confronted with variable input (e.g., Austin & Newport 2011; Hudson Kam & Newport 2005, 2009) like that in the mixture shift paradigm. In particular, adult learners generally match input patterns rather closely and only show small deviations. For researchers interested in the nature of language acquisition this is a desirable property. For researchers interested in detecting potentially subtle universal biases, this can pose a challenge: in the mixture shift paradigm, it is the direction of the deviation from the input that is used to assess whether a hypothesized universal bias on acquisition exists or not. If no deviation is found, one is left with a null result. More recent work, however, suggests that adult participants in ALL experiments resemble the learning behavior of children, when confronted with more complex languages (Hudson Kam & Newport 2009). By carefully constructing artificial languages that are sufficiently complex to lead to deviations from the input, but sufficiently simple to be learned, it is then possible to draw conclusions about the direction of learning biases, such as implicational word order universals. Even if qualitative differences between infant and adult learners exist, this apparent confound would offer the potential to study the different roles of child and adult language users on language change, as well as the importance of language contact. Since the best source of hypotheses for these (I)ALL studies will remain historical and typological research conducted using real language data, we believe that the most productive research program will involve close collaboration between typologists and behavioral researchers.

Another challenge to IALL experiments is of a more technical nature. IALL experiments can be time-consuming and expensive to conduct, as they require a large number of participants and tend to require a relatively long test time even for each participant. Given that ALL experiments on syntactic biases typically involve three to four days of training per participant, and given that even small IALL experiments typically involve four independent chains of ten generations of learners, IALL experiments on syntactic universals could easily require 160 participant visits to the lab per experiment. This can easily become infeasible if more chains or additional conditions (i.e., separate languages) are required. Some of these costs may be offset in the near future by technological advances,
however. For instance, Tily et al. (2011) introduce a web-based experimental platform designed to look like commercial language teaching software. This has been used to recruit hundreds of participants for ALL experiments in just a few days. Experiments conducted with this software platform replicate findings from the lab (Frank et al. 2010, Tily et al. 2011). Gutman (2011) demonstrates that this technology can be extended to conduct IALL experiments over the web. This shortens the time and reduces the costs for an IALL experiment by several orders of magnitude (the experiment reported in Gutman 2011 was completed in two weeks at a cost of less than USD100). This is not merely convenient. By dramatically reducing the investment necessary to conduct IALL experiments, it is possible to teach more complex languages. By conducting experiments over the web, it also becomes more feasible to systematically compare and control for effects of properties of the learners’ native languages.

5. Conclusion

(Iterated) Artificial Language Learning is a powerful research method that can complement quantitative typology, and vice versa. Some of the ALL experiments summarized above (in particular Christiansen 2000, Culbertson & Smolensky in press, Tily et al. 2011) provide an independent source of evidence that the failure to find a significant effect in Dunn et al. 2011 might be a spurious null effect (Type II error). Artificial Language Learning and, in particular, Iterated Artificial Language Learning are relatively recent research paradigms, with extensions that are still being explored. These paradigms offer a great opportunity for collaborations between typologists and behavioral scientists. Work underway is extending the experiments reported above to other word order phenomena. Many of these studies could be conducted as Iterated ALL experiments, permitting an even more direct investigation of the hypothesis that biases operating during language acquisition lead to co-development of word order features, and hence implicational universals in the sense of Greenberg (1963).
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